12   ELEMENTS OF ART
LINE
Line is a very important element in home planning and furnish-
ing. Sometimes it is so much a part of form thpt it is difficult to
consider separately. Lines have positive emotional significance,
depending upon their direction and their quality. Man has asso-
ciated definite elementary ideas with certain lines because positions
of his own body have suggested these ideas. When he lies down,
he is resting or sleeping; therefore the horizontal Ime naturally
suggests repose, steadiness, and duration. Since, when he is stand-
ing, he is at attention and ready to act, vertical tines suggest life
and activity. Because he bends forward to run or to pull things,
a diagonal line suggests decided movement and force. In relaxa-
tion and play the body takes positions that are curved, so curved
lines seem gracious and flexible.
In interior decoration straight lines are considered intellectual
rather than emotional, classic rather than romantic, and sometimes
severe and masculine. Curves are used to achieve a more joyful*
subtle, and rich effect, but they must be carefully designed and
well used or they tend to produce an appearance of weakness and
instability. Diagonal lines are too active to be used much in the
home, for they express decided restlessness.
FORM
The term form is generally considered to apply to two-dimen-
sional areas or shapes as well as to three-dimensional volumes or
masses. Form is the most important element in home planning.
Without beauty of form, excellent color, texture, and decoration
are of no avail. Even utilitarian articles may be so beautiful in
form that they are able to inspire man much as the fine arts do*
Two essentials of good form should be mentioned here, although
they are explained elsewhere in this book* These are that the form
of an object should suit its fmcti&n, and that the form of an object
should be strongly influenced by the material from which it is
made.
Harmony of form is essential in assembEng home furnishings,
A dominance of one kind of form or shape unifies the total effect*
Even accessories are not too unimpc^tant to conform to the shape
that is emphasized.

